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Case Study - Paper Title: The 'nuclear industry's communication fforts
viewed from outside the industry.'MoiBy ra Tuck
Director of Oper�tionv. AMGS

Our company specialises in behavioural; communication. We act in that- capOcity for
a broad client base. That client base-includes the world's largest coal exporter, the
worlds leading producer of ferroalloys, its largest supplier of titanium dioxid'
fe6dstock, ts second largest producer of platinum group metals, its third largest gold
producer, the southern hemispheres biggest banking institution and the southern
hemisphere's single biggest electricity utility.

So, as you can see, we are not employed exclusively by the nuclear power industry.
Only one of our clients has a nuclear interest and that is Eskom, South Afrida'4
electricity utility which runs 21 active laiwer stations of which 13 are fossil-fueled, 2
hydro 2 pump storage stations, 3 gas turbine stations and I nuclear.

You will appreciate therefore that by reason of the wide angle view we are oblig6 to
have on the industrial world at large our opinions of the nuclear power industry are
necessarily objective.

As a result e are not evangelists in:the cause of nuclear. We are, hoWever, -firm
believers in the nuclear energy option for some very practical reasons and'one or
two abstract reasons.

The pctical reasons are the ones w all know elk the world needs eiver-
increasing amounts of base oad energy in order to increase the quality -of 'life -and
the abift to create wealth of all the human inhabitants of this planet The world,
also' needs clean energy so that the planet can be preserved. beyond the hext
generation.

The. abstract reasons are- perhaps "not so often 'thought about by nuclear,
communication practitioners: in harnessing nuclear energy for the ervice of
mankind humans have captured a miracle. The harnessing 6fnuclear energy is a
mark -of man's ability to think conceptually, to walk in the realms of the unseen'and
bring back from those realms a tod. of. progress. It is miraculous, is it'n6t, that
mankind has the ability to light and put out stars here on earth at will?

In more prosaic terms, the loss of'nuclear expertise would, er
retrogression of the human race. v y sir6ply, be a

As behavioural communicabon specialist it s our job to find ways for our.clients to
speak truthfully about their endeavours tothe hearts of their audience. It is not our
job to (nor will we) either lie or cover up for our clients. That which is. %Tong is'
wrong and cannot be painted right'by spoken words or clever videos or ingenious
advertising. I

But, you wll say, everyone. in thi's room has. the same belief in the industry as' me:
have.



We �&sre disillusioned to find out thatt-his is not so. When we began our work'on
the South African nuclear industry at the beginning of 1993 we felt that wmt6, needed
to got an international perspective on how the nuclear industry was communicating
to particular audiences in all sorti of environments world.wide. And so during the
last 4wo years we have visited nuclear power installations and institutions and
attended conferences on nuclear communication n places such as Germany,
Russia, France, England, the United States and here in Switzerland. We also
visited INPO and WANO in Atlanta and the Nuclear Regulatory Council in
Washington.

And we. were appalled to find that, in -the battle of nuclear opinion forming the
ascendancy has been grabbed by the anti-nukes. In individual countries the pro;-
nuclear effort may vary slightly in degrees of enthusiasm, but by and lrge,' the
industry is despondent. The pro-nuclear contingent appears to be bent on trudgin'
manfully through the sludge of negative public opinion, bravely holding up tattered
banners proclaiming that nuclear energy is not as bad as it seems.

We keep hearing words, no matter here we go, such as: "Greenpeace -are so
profeisional. They communicate effectively. Their people act together and all put
out the same messages- They get coverage for their own point of view beforeAe
can get our messages out. They only need to tell half the story andpiaop 16 believe
them. No-one questions their point of view..." And other words to the same effect.

Well, after we'd heard these things sald in country after country it seemed to -us that
if Greenpeace were so professional and capable - so admirable in the VMrds'and
view of the pro-nuclear contingent - e should all go and work for Greenpeace.
Because our on industry's a" of Greenpeace makes those of us promoting -the
confj look as though we are a collection of mickey mouse, bumbling, slow,

d, ill-informed and inactive organisations who are trying to make money out
of some unspeakable.but unspecified activity.

At a'seminar in Washington we heard-pro-nuclear communicator say:. Just. find 'a
o get through the day without too much trouble from thdother sidd�'. The words

rdayrilage limitation" crop up all the time. We have heard people say to us, when we
have quoted the success of the French nuclear programme to them:. Ah but the'
French are different from us. Here in Switzerland, or here in Germany,. gr here in
Utah people are different..."

We 'say why? Why are people so different that something -that is good for the
qua�iy of life for one nation is not good for another?'How is it that electricity is good
for eryone, but only for the French s electricity sourced from nuclear good and foe
people in Germany it is bad. Are the French particularly dim-wifted and the
Germans particularly far-sighted'or is it the other way round? Or is the French
nation hell bent on a collective suicide pact?

Or is' it that the story of nuclear has been told differ6ntl� to the'Frehch people from
the way it has been told to the Germans?

For illustration I have picked he two countries which are very obviously and'
ir approach to the issues of nuclear energy. But the ack of
has been apparent ev" where else. we have travelled in
wisdom in terms of.nuclear communication.
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And -what we have found has been not so much wisdom as worry.

The international' nuclear energy industry is'so used to firiding fault with itself in an
attempt to show its transparency and its integrity that it no longer believes in tsel at
a force for good.

In South Africa we have a type of ape alled a baboon. If a baboon is shot in'the
stomach and the shot doesn't kill it, it will sit down on the ground, pull its entrails. out
onto the sand and examine them, crying -and -screaming.

It seems to us that this industry is sitting Ymunded in its own entrails, whimpering
while it waits to be finished off by the hunters.

So,. you will say, what do. we as communicators do 'about this pervasive attitiude
which so many of us are not even award that we contribute to?

We need to change our own atdtud,�i3 to. the industry. We need to takeback, the
moral high ground that the anti-nukes h ave taken from our unresisting hands. 6
need to believe that we are not evil people popagating a crime against humanity.
We need to remember that we are reasonable and decent people. None of us
would actively choose to irradiate the planet and fry millions of people. What right
do people have to assume that we would?

We need to remember that reasonableness and decency will communicate itself in
all societies regardless of ethnic or cultural differences. Etire societies are
prepared to send their sons and daughters to die in order to maintain
reasonableness here' for instance in Iraq, hat some of you might describe' as
unreasonableness threatens the rest of us.

How can this be madeto work for the huclear idustry? Our.organisation is working
on a nuclear communication strategy fot the South, African nuclear energy industry
and we are making reasonableness work for the industry.

S661th Africa has a political and social -environment dominated by a largely illiterate
and unskilled population of 37 million people. The economy is dominated by mining
activities in hich the National Union' of Mine Workers -forms one of the largest
unions in the country and is militant. Most of its members wofk in coal mines.' South
Africa is a country with some of he ldrgest'and cheapest coal sources in the
world. Supporters of the African NaUonal Congress, the political party with a two-
thirds majority in our government of national UnO, -have. said that nuclear energy is
undemocratic. Our nuclear power. station, Kdeberg, was built.under the apartheid
regime at a fime hen the country was at war with all its neighbours. Ko6berg was
licensed under an Act of Parliaftient whichenforced the strictest secrecy regarding
Koeberg's activities.

And: Koeberg still sources some of its -fuel from -the South African tomic Energy
Commission, now known to have built -at least six nuclear devices.. We are one of
only six countries in the world with e richment capabilities. It is as complex a
communication environment as you will find anywhere.



But we have -reminded Our -nuclear energy industry spokesmen of thel� own decency 
as mothers, fathers.. sons and daughters nd f the extreme'care.-the' ake a's
guardians of the health of our; people. We hav tained them in -the creation -of an
atmosphere in which reasonable'debate can take place. In so doing m have b6en
able to achieve a number of quite remarkable breakthroughs.

Until June f last year representativ0s of the union would not-stay in a room.in wbich
nuclear energy was eing dis6ussed.'16ince our intervention our client kesmen
have been invited to address the Ekedutive'C mmittee of the National Uni96 of Mine
Workers in order -to put the case fornuclear'energy.

We -have staved cff an attempt by the anti-nuclear contingent to prove that Affiia's,
only'nuclear power station is t6o expensive and too hazardout to operate.

And our clients have been invited to hlp write a report'on the local nclear industry.
That report will be used by or ANC-dominated government to assesg the: need to
maihtainthenuclearenergyindustryih-SouthAfrica. Thisisaworkstillinprogress.

But... in all cases ur advice tb our clients has been to assume that peoplewill not
argue against the greater good of humanity. And thei�e is much about nuclear power
that -contributes to the greater igood::of humanity. 'That is the factor that, is common
to all'of us in this room today 'an d all our colleagues in the industry. W haVe"'nly
to tell the truth with words that our target audiences can compr6hend'-within their
framework of reasonableness. The:'words may need to be adapted from culture to
culture. But the communication principle is the same at all times and in all cases.


